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The frontier in Cardiac Surgery is intellectual
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Abstract

Cardiac Surgery is a Specialty undergoing profound changes. Since its inception, innovation has been at the forefront of activities seeking for the best of the patients. The introduction of the heart-lung machine in clinical practice in the 1950s of the twentieth century allowed for the correction of intra- and extracardiac defects. The recent past two decades have seen the progressive incorporation of transcatheter therapies to treat a variety of heart defects. Multimodality imaging approach has become a fundamental tool in the pre- intra- and postoperative assessment of patients. The future in Cardiac Surgery contemplates redesigning training programs with the mandatory acquisition of catheter skills, the knowledge of the different imaging modalities and allocation of resources and timing for basic and translational research.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiac Surgery is a well-established, mature, surgical specialty. It has been considered a young specialty as in the way we practice, the first reported cases of major cardiac operations are dated back in 1953 when John Gibbon from Philadelphia first performed the intracardiac correction of an atrial septal defect using the heart-lung machine (HLM)⁰⁻¹. The classical historical vignette of Ludwig Rehn repairing a stab wound of the heart in 1896² is generally considered as the pioneering surgical event which cleared the path towards a more advanced approach to the surgical treatment of cardiac diseases. After four decades of laboratory research, it became clear that the correction of intracardiac defects could be possible in the middle of the 20th century. The courageous attempts of Gibbon³ with the HLM, Lillehei⁴ with cross-
circulation and DeWall\cite{5} in the beginning of the fifties of the twentieth century have to be seen with the perspective of time as ground-breaking events that could probably be difficult to replicate in current times.

Cardiac Surgery has undergone impactful changes since it became a medical specialty. It has been associated with the development of specialties within the chest and related to the cardiovascular surgery. The name has also undergone changes and different terms have been used over time. Cardiac Surgery, cardiovascular surgery, cardiothoracic surgery, have been associated to innovation. The approach chosen by Gibbon\cite{1} was innovative at that time. The idea of oxygenating the blood while circulating through artificial tubes out of the body was an outstanding example of innovation. This followed the original studies of Max von Frey at the Carl Ludwig Leipzig Physiological Institute at the end of the 1890s\cite{6}, who also innovated at that time by developing a system for blood oxygenation. Since its inception as an independent specialty, inclusive of name changing, Cardiac Surgery has also been associated to education. Education is the foundation of the individual and the society. Education in Cardiac Surgery is a dynamic process and is considered as one of the most important activities in the Specialty. This has been highlighted over the years by many. Every department, every scientific society allocates resources and budget to cope with the needs of those who will deliver high-quality services and is highlighted in their respective mottos\cite{7,8}.

As time goes by, it is evident that our Specialty changes. What it was done in the early developmental phases, does not apply in current times. The introduction of the HLM represented a breakthrough in surgery as it allowed to repair or palliate a number of previously unaddressed pathologies. Over the past 70 years, we witnessed the evolution of the techniques, the consolidation of the specialty, the improvement in clinical results, thus resulting in the benefit of the community. This has been extensively recorded in the literature\cite{9-13}.

There have been substantial changes over time in the perception and action in the Specialty. Coronary artery surgery continues to be the gold standard in the treatment of triple-vessel disease, with or without left main lesions\cite{14}. Despite the advent of the newer transcatheter techniques that are later discussed, mitral valve repair for degenerative disease\cite{15}, surgery for infective endocarditis\cite{16}, aortic valve repair\cite{17}, obstructive cardiomyopathy\cite{18} and aortic surgery\cite{19}, to name just a few, are well-established and routine procedures all over. On the contrary, cardiac pacing, a surgical activity for decades\cite{20}, including all sorts of pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators\cite{21} was slowly taken over by cardiologists almost everywhere. The improvement and miniaturization of hardware, the easiness of implantation and other factors, progressively shifted pacing towards Cardiology.

Cardiac Surgery currently faces new challenges. This is well known, as challenges are always out there and are the foundation for development. This means Cardiac Surgery is continuously evolving as the surgeons do. It is not to be forgotten that surgery, despite its etymology, is not a manual activity, it is an intellectual activity. The surgeon does a manual work, surgery -from the Greek, χεῖρ “hand” y éργον “work”\cite{22}, which is intellectually driven. Here we tried to understand which are the current challenges in Cardiac Surgery, where the frontiers for future development are and what we need to do to overcome difficulties in an adaptive process.

The Challenges and the Frontier

Adaptive changes result from challenges. Darwin understood that species undergo adaptive changes as a response to environmental challenges\cite{23}, a theory that has also been challenged. The technological breakthrough of the HLM was challenged by a number of technological and biological unprecedented problems related to the new interactions between machines and the human body. New materials and new technology resulted in sophisticated devices incorporating better pump heads, biocompatible surfaces for cardiopulmonary bypass tubing aiming at reducing inflammatory response\cite{24}, multiple in-line sensors for
better safety, more effective and less traumatic oxygenators with superior performance \cite{25}, in-line filters of all kinds \cite{26,27}, hemoadsorbers \cite{28} and other complements that allowed safer conduct of cardiopulmonary bypass for repair of cardiac disease.

The challenges in Cardiac Surgery are like the nine-headed Hydra \cite{29}. As highlighted by De Paulis \cite{30}, new technologies, professional issues, educational differences, the changing profile of the cardiac patient, the increased complexity, the trend towards reducing the surgical access and the booming of transcatheter techniques and technologies over the past couple of decades, have designed a complex scenario that can only be addressed with imagination and adaptive willingness.

Where does the Frontier lie? Although individual opinions can be challenged by many, the frontier is related to our understanding of what we used to neglect.

**IMAGING**

Imaging has evolved in the years from a diagnostic tool to an alternative to direct vision; today imaging is critical in all phases of patient handling: from diagnosis, to stratification, indication, planning, intraprocedural guidance and follow-up. Intraprocedural imaging is the eye of the modern surgeon for guidance of endovascular procedures.

**The impact of conventional imaging**

The developments in imaging over the past three decades have substantially modified our approach to the disease and the patient. What currently are conventional plain X-rays were impactful over hundred years ago as radiology allowed the physicians to see things that no one could imagine \cite{31}. Diagnosis improved, accuracy allowed for better delivery of care. Arteriography \cite{32,33} allowed surgeons to identify and understand the anatomy of lesions amenable for surgical therapy. And this applied to each and every vessel in the body.

**The ultrasound - echocardiography - quality**

In the field of Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery, echocardiography developed in a way that it currently plays the same role EKG used to play for decades, namely a foundational examination to support a clinical diagnosis. The introduction of M-mode echocardiography in 1954 by Edler and Hertz \cite{34} represented a breakthrough in diagnosis in Cardiology. Later, two-dimensional echocardiography improved the ability to make the interpretation of cardiac valvular anatomy for better characterization of structural competence. The introduction of the Doppler effect in echocardiography, by Hatle \cite{35,36} paved the way for echocardiography to become the major diagnostic tool in future Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery. Further refinements like transesophageal echocardiography in 1976 \cite{37} and more recently the 3D-echocardiography\cite{38} anatomical description have confirmed the critical role of echocardiography in the assessment of valve disease and cardiac function. Even 3D echocardiography has evolved in rapid steps to full volume with best frame rate without and even with color Doppler sonography. Computer progress made it possible that we can see double volumes from the same data set, visualizing the mitral valve from the left atrial side and from the left ventricle side at the same time, without stich artifacts. Machine learning is helpful for performing anatomical models from the 3D data set and do multiple measurements by itself with a fantastic reproducibility.

Echocardiography has also played a significant role in improving the quality of Cardiac Surgery. Surgeons and cardologists have improved their standards by incorporating echocardiography in their practices. Unfortunately, it took long for surgeons to adopt this tool as part of the daily activities. Surgeons understood the value of echocardiography, however, little was done for long time to include it in the training programmes. As echocardiography is not only a preoperative diagnostic tool but also a critical
part of the intra- and postoperative anatomical and functional assessment\textsuperscript{39} and even as important a quality assurance instrumentation, its role in education must be reinforced. The ability to simulate interventions with computer technology pushed preoperative planning in a “\textit{sine qua non}” position and will revolutionize a lot of future interventions, too. So, young surgeons need to become familiar with all such technologies not to miss future requirement before interventions. Implementation of computer technology and sophisticated postprocessing as for example true view and changes of light sources in the picture, will bring even more realistic anatomy to the treating physicians [Figures 1-3].

**Advanced radiology**

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) imaging changed the medical world as they allowed for a multiple view of the anatomy, for the identification of infracentimetric lesions, for better tissue characterization and the analysis of structural motion\textsuperscript{40,41}. These examinations are currently a fundamental part of medical practice and physicians frequently rely on them than on their own clinical judgment to design a pathway for therapy. Indeed, dramatic changes have already occurred in this field, including the introduction of promising new technologies such as coronary CT angiography\textsuperscript{42} and substantial reductions in reimbursement driven by cost-cutting and concerns regarding overuse. New technologies such as coronary fluid dynamics and physiology derived from CT\textsuperscript{43} and emission tomography\textsuperscript{44}, offer the hope that we will soon gain outstanding and reliable imaging in coronary artery disease diagnosis: both anatomic and functional information will be obtained non invasively.

**Multimodality and fusion imaging technologies**

We live in an era of innovation and technological evolution, which is expressed at its best in the cardiovascular field. As already discussed, change and evolution are unstoppable. This inevitably influences the choices and future directions of a highly specialized discipline such as cardiac surgery. The advent of transcatheter technologies has progressively become a part of the armamentarium of available treatments, surely in a complementary way, merging with classical cardiac surgery and stimulating it for continuous improvement and refinement. The main advantage of percutaneous therapies is reducing the access and the invasiveness of the procedure, operating on the beating heart in patients at high surgical risk, avoiding
the burden of the extracorporeal circulation. This translates into new needs and new demands, in addition to the knowledge of transcatheter therapies, equipment and acquisition of wire skills. It then becomes mandatory to acquire knowledge of cardiovascular imaging, for the planning of procedures and for the guidance during interventions (intraprocedural imaging).

One of the most stimulating and enriching steps for future generations of cardiac surgeons will be the incorporation of imaging techniques in the surgical curriculum, the knowledge of the peculiarities of each image modality and how to proceed on a daily basis in clinical practice. One practical example could be understanding and navigating the right heart anatomy, using only the information provided by fluoroscopy, to guide interventional tricuspid procedures. [Figure 4].

The idea that the field of multimodality imaging is far from the surgical domain and it is the exclusive competence of other professional figures of the heart team, such as the cardiologist echocardiographer, the interventional cardiologist (intraprocedural imaging and its modalities) or the radiologist (e.g., computerized tomography and cardiac magnetic resonance) is, unfortunately, well acknowledged. This way of thinking is restricting and risks confining the figure of the cardiac surgeon to that of the final recipient, a passive user, a handworker. The risk is to become insensitive to technological evolutions and new skills that could be acquired. Due to the technological refinement, cardiac CT is a routine part of assessment in transcatheter therapies. The sequential incorporation of increasingly sophisticated software has
allowed for pre-procedural planning resulting in near perfection at the time of device implantation. Learning to analyze a cardiac CT scan, measuring the size of the valve rings, the areas, the distance of the coronary arteries from the annulus, are skills acquired with great speed and precision by those who see and understand the cardiac structures with their own eyes in the daily practice. Surgical assessment of anatomical imaging prior to the procedures has become standard in most active centers and it is a mandatory step to achieve safety and effectiveness.

Especially to face complex interventional procedures, integrating in a multimodal way echocardiographic information and CT, fusioning echocardiographic and angiographic intraprocedural images with last generation softwares - or CT and fluoroscopy [Figures 5 and 6] - should become part of the cultural background of future cardiac surgeons. Good surgeons of the future will be independent in the correct reading of the patient’s imaging just like today they are good in interpreting the anatomy by direct vision: the one is not excluding the other... it is augmented reality, fusion of multimodality imaging inputs to enrich the information and achieve better results.

The progressive technological evolution has led the world of cardiac imaging to technical improvements considered unexpected only a few years ago. In a few years, there has been a move from two-dimensional diagnostic imaging, very operator-dependent, to the current highly sophisticated and integrative multimodality imaging approach. This is certainly a great innovation and the next frontier for those who
want to deal with cardiovascular therapies. Surgeons should more actively participate in this assessment and being able to further increasing their navigation skills.

**THE CHANGING SCENARIO**

Understanding the evolution

The advent of transcatheter/endovascular techniques has represented the latest major breakthrough in Cardiology, Cardiac and Vascular Surgery. From the first reported case of transcatheter aortic valve implantation in 2002 by Cribier et al.[49], there has been an unstoppable development in the treatment of valvular disease. The role of surgery in the treatment of the so-called structural heart disease - although popular a still somewhat confusing term[50] - is currently challenged by the community as more information is collected that supports the modification of the level of evidence for a given therapy[51]. One may argue that a large part of the evidence accumulated over the past couple of decades, not only in the field of structural heart disease, develops from sponsor-initiated studies and therefore there may be or there actually are a number of flaws and biases for obvious economic interests. On the other hand, investigator-initiated trials are less frequently produced as there are issues with regulatory bodies and financial support.

![Figure 4. A and B: show two right fluoroscopic 2-chamber views during percutaneous tricuspid MitraClip™ procedure, useful to advance the catheters towards the tricuspid valve and to calculate the trajectories to address the targeted commissure. Light green dotted line traced in Panel A-B is the hypothetical line of coaptation between the anterior and the septal leaflet; C and D: show two en-face fluoroscopy views during the same procedure, useful to guide catheter navigation within the valve area and to position the MitraClip™ in the anteroseptal commissure (ASC), closest to the tricuspid annulus. AL is anterior leaflet (dotted line); PSC (yellow) posteroseptal commissure with SL septal leaflet (dotted line). Light green dotted line traced in Panel D is the line joining the aortic valve (ASC) and the inferior vena cava, reflecting the theoretical line of coaptation between the anterior and the septal leaflet. Arrows indicate traction forces on the leaflets done by the edge-to-edge percutaneous repair. The white dotted circle depicts the theoretical tricuspid ring. *Intracardiac echocardiography (reprinted with permission from Pozzoli et al.[47]). AVP: aortic valve prosthesis; MVP: mitral valve prosthesis.](http://dx.doi.org/10.20517/2574-1209.2019.20)
Even with public funding, investigators may face problems with logistics and regulations that are a burden for someone with suboptimal structure for execution of research projects. The European Union regulations are an example of how complex and challenging the scenario becomes.

Transcatheter therapies came to stay and conventional surgery had to sustain the impact of this growing and currently accepted approach to treat heart and vascular disease. There has been a paradigm shift in therapeutic strategies; again, the example of transcatheter aortic valve implantation and transcatheter repair of mitral insufficiency shows that adaptive change is required and surgery and the surgeons must complete the initial efforts towards a full adoption of these technologies.

The same phenomenon has been observed in the field of Vascular Surgery. Once a fully open surgical specialty, vascular surgeons converted the Specialty in a combined surgical activity, for which wire skills became the routine. Thus, conventional surgery and transcatheter procedures are mixed and no differentiation within the team is made.

The intellectual component

From all of the above one can infer that challenges are to be positively accepted. Form follows function and this is why nature defined the evolution of species, as species undergo adaptive changes. A quick look into different species heart morphology allows to understand why the heart has different forms and sizes.
The key point is not to make the interpretation of information derived from clinical trials, or to learn how to work with a modern state-of-the-art technology or simply to perform a given procedure with success. Embracing technologies, analyzing data, acquiring hands-on proficiency in something are important in the daily medical practice. However, the most important is the intellectual changes required to understand a rapidly changing scenario and how to adapt to a fast-moving world that entails professional new opportunities.

The intellect is a unique characteristic of the human being. The intellect is the faculty of reasoning and understanding objectively, especially with regard to abstract matters. As it is supposed to be the most advanced in comparison with the remaining of the living species, it makes sense to understand that challenges in Cardiac Surgery do have a critical intellectual component.

THE FRONTIER

A frontier is defined as the extreme limit of understanding or achievement in a particular area. Therefore, this definition entails a substantial intellectual component. What seems clear is that all is about our understanding of the problem. The current scenario is that of technological evolution, combined with changing patterns in patient and environmental complexity, the availability of techniques allowing for a reduced access for treatment of structural heart diseases and changes in therapeutic paradigms through the collection of evidence.

The frontier is the ability to update our knowledge and skills and to implement responses that will allow to redesign and reorganize the surgical practice by expanding the surgical portfolio.
THE FUTURE
The future in Cardiac Surgery must contemplate impactful changes to allow the surgeon to continue its regular high-quality practice in cardiovascular disease. A number of issues to consider in this, already here, future can be summarized as follows:

1. Modification of the training process
   (1) Redesign of curriculum and syllabus;
   (2) Training in cardiovascular imaging;
   (3) Structured training in coronary angiography and interventional procedures;
   (4) Acquisition of specific skills for catheter-based interventions;
   (5) Mandatory simulation training;

2. Support innovation
   (1) Allocate departmental resources to enhance pooling of ideas;
   (2) Support departmental/institutional basic and clinical research (back to the basis);
   (3) Mandatory training in the animal laboratory;

CONCLUSION
Cardiac Surgery is a Specialty in continuous evolution. Since the introduction of the HLM, which allowed for the correction of intracardiac and extracardiac defects of all kinds, significant changes have been introduced in the surgical practice.

The current scenario, with the consolidation of transcatheter therapies in the treatment of structural heart disease, represents a challenge to conventional surgical practice. The evolution of Cardiac Surgery must include a redesign of the training of current and future specialist and a transformation of the daily practice. Conventional surgery and transcatheter procedures are to be routinely scheduled with no differentiation within the surgical team.

This needs an adaptive change, with an intellectual transformation to understand the importance of incorporating a different type of training and practice.
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